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active duty, for observed symptoms of a potential withdrawal from drugs, at which time you 
reported that you had a history of heavy narcotic drug use which had resulted in placement in 
drug rehabilitation, that you had previously been confined in prison for armed robbery, and that 
you had previously been admitted twice to mental hospitals but had been “kicked out” – all of 
which occurred prior to your enlistment and period of active military service.  You informed the 
health provider that basic training made you feel like you were in prison again, that you would 
“do just about anything to get out” and that you were “afraid of the rifle and what [you] could do 
with it.”  By that time, you had already refused to train.  On 8 March 1988, you were counseled 
regarding administrative separation for fraudulent enlistment due to the significant drug abuse, 
mental health, and criminal behavior which you failed to reveal when you applied for enlistment.  
Your separation was processed and you were discharged on 14 March 1988, 22 days after your 
initial fraudulent entry, with an uncharacterized entry level separation. 
 
The Board carefully weighed all potentially mitigating factors, such as your desire to upgrade 
your characterization of service, your desire in joining the Marine Corps to be of service to your 
country and to find camaraderie and positive role models, you admission of past mistakes, and 
your contriteness in asking to be forgiven.  Because you contend a mental health condition either 
incurred in or aggravated by active military service, the Board also considered the AO, which 
reviewed your service records and the supporting documents submitted with your request.  The 
AO observed that your in-service records revealed that you enlisted without disclosing 
disqualifying prior drug use, substance abuse rehabilitation, and hospital treatment.  As a result, 
the Board determined that the preponderance of available, objective evidence failed to establish 
that you suffered from a mental health condition at the time of your military service which might 
have mitigated your fraudulent entry; therefore, the Board found no error or injustice that you 
were processed accordingly for entry level separation.   
 
Based upon the totality of its review, the Board concluded the potentially mitigating factors you 
submitted were insufficient to warrant relief.  Specifically, the Board determined that your 
misconduct in fraudulently failing to disclose the scope and extent of your disqualifying per-
service history outweighed the mitigating factors you presented.  Accordingly, given the totality 
of the circumstances, the Board determined that your request does not merit relief.   
 
You are entitled to have the Board reconsider its decision upon the submission of new matters, 
which will require you to complete and submit a new DD Form 149.  New matters are those not 
previously presented to or considered by the Board.  In this regard, it is important to keep in 
mind that a presumption of regularity is attached to all official records.  Consequently, when 
applying for a correction of an official naval record, the burden is on the applicant to 
demonstrate the existence of probable material error or injustice. 
 
                                                                              Sincerely, 






